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Introduction

\\As the World’s workforce grows ever more diverse, our ability to manage these demo-
graphic challenges will determine whether the United States and other nations, can

compete globally. We see diversity, in its broadest meaning, as this century’s greatest chal-
lenge to organizational life worldwide” (Griggs  and Louw, 1995). Similarly, Jamieson and
O’Mara  (199 1) in their book A&raging Workforce  2000 suggest that “Diversity is-creating un-
paralleled workplace challenges.” It is conventional wisdom that everyone IS different. This
chapter briefly describes research on identity groups, reviews demographic data on several
population groups, describes research findings on the organizational behavior differences of
groups in a diverse workforce, and suggests that the organizational behavior differences of
groups have implications for management theories.

Identity Groups

Mirvis  and Kanter (1991: 47) have pointed out that:

3.5
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p~u’ps’,  say the same  age, gender, race and such, have had overfapplng  lzfe expertems  whzch  may,
Lye  attitudes  are  not  r&omfy distributed through the pop&lion.  Meybers  offhe  same ‘fdentity

in turn, predispose them tow ard more or less fuvoruble  attitudes about particular company prac-
tices and cultures.

m a recent graduate class the author co-taught, the students and the two instructors iden-
tified at least E-20 important identity groups that form an important part of the future work
force. These include: white males, people of color, women, dual working  couples, individu-
als with different work-related values, gays, lesbians, and bisexuals, individuals with differ-
ent cognitive styles, employees with different organizational roles, work force illiteracy, the
older worker workers with disabilities, irrurugrants,  ytrve  Amencans, the “Knowledge”
worker workers who suffer from substance abuse, HIV mfected  workers, workers with com-
pen&on  disparity, as well as workers with different religious views.

There are at least two important considerations that must be kept in mind when discussing
identity groups. The first is whether membership in each identity groups  is considered of
equal value or whether membership is one or some identity group(s)  has  greater organiza-
tional  significance  than in others. A view of diversity that assumes that such characteristics
race gender or age are more or less equal in their organizational consequences can be re-
fer& to as’ the Nho&on& perspective. A view that membership in different identity
groups  serves as a cue that is used to assign people to positions in a hierarchy of asymmetri-
cal pdiver relationships is referred t0 as “vertical” differentiation (Sessa and Jackson, 1995).
Loden and Rosener apparently share the “vertical perspective. ” They divide dimensions of
diversity into primary and secondary groupings. Their prmary  dimensions of diversity are
,, . . . those immutable human differences that are inborn and/or exert an-ongoing impact
throughout our lives, ” (Loden and Rosener, 1991: 18). Their primary drmensrons are age: eth-
nicity, gender, physical abilities/qualities, race and sexual/affectional  orientations. They go
on to say that, “.  . . it & the six core dimensions . . . that have the most significant impact on m-. .
dividu& and groups in society and within the workplace.” Secondary  dimensions. of drversrty
mclude-  educational background, geographic location, income, manta1  status, mrhtary expen
ence parental status Aigious  beliefs, and work experience (Loden and Rosener, 1991: 19).

A’recent survey 0; organizational human resource managers by Carrel1 and Mann also ap-
pear to reinforce the vertical perspective towards identity groups.  In response to the request
to “Please indicate whether differences in the following characteristics are what is meant by
diversity to decision makers in your organization,” 93% of the respondents identified Race;

O0  national origin; 71%, handicap; 67%, age; 51% religion! and85%, gender; 82%, culture; 77 1,
only 30%,  regional origin. “Respondents suggested a number of other drversrty categorres rn
an open-ended item. The following were proposed by one percent or more of the sample: lan-. .
guage differences, educational background, sexual preferences, and pklosophxal  or polltl-
cal viewpoints,” (Carrell and Mann, 1995: 105).

A second confounding variable that must be taken into consideration when discussing
identity group membership is the level of group identity that exists. This issue arises to ac-
count for the fact that not all members of a given group are alike. “Within each groups ther;
is diversity  egs&ng adherence to the values and beliefs thought to be typlcal  of the groups

(Carter Gushue,  and Weitzman, 1994: 187). Most of the studies on levels of group identity
have focused on identity groups of race or ethnicity (Carter, Gushue  and Weitzman, 1994;
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Helms and Piper 1994. and Leong and Chou, 1994). However, following this review it is ar-
ed that the leiel of groups identity is an important construct to be recognized in any re-

grch seeking to explain differences in group organizational behaviors.

Key Trends in Workforce Diversify

DECREASE IN THE PERCENTAGE OF WHITE MALES
One of the most remarkable changes projected in the composition of the future workforce,

and one that will present major challenges to organizations, is the dramatic decrease in the
percentage  of wh,ite  males. While white (Hispanic and non-Hispanic) males comprised 51%
of the workforce as recently as 1980, they are projected to comprise only 44 percent in the
year 2005  (Galen 1994). The total percentage of Whites (both male and female, Hispanic and
non-I-&panic)  Gthe workforce decreases over this twenty-five-year period from 87.6 percent
to 32 9 percent  When one subtracts the Hispanic population, the percentage of white males
& pr&ctd to be only 38 percent in 2005, down from 42.5 percent in 1992 (Fullerton, 1993).

PEOPLE OF COLOR

These demographics  changes are caused (not by a decrease in the numbfl  Of white, non-
Hispanic maples)  but by an increase in the number of people of Color in the WOrkfOrCe.  SpeCif-
ically Blacks, non-Hispanic are estimated to increase from 10.8 percent in 1992 to 11 percent
in ~($5  Hispanics from 8 percent to 11 percent and Asians, Native Americans, and Alaskan
Natives 3 4 percent to 5 percent over the same perfood  (Fullerton, 1993).

The Asian-American  population during this same period will rise dramatically, from 1.5%
to 2.9% of the total population. The Asian-American population is expected to double, grow-
kg  twice as fast as the Hispanic population. The Asian-American population growth rate is
about eight times as fast as the Black population and 15 times as fast as the White  popula-
tion The Asian-American population is expected to continue to VOW rapidly (Fullerton,
199;)  The principle  reason for the growth in the Asian-American population is the post-1965
influx of imm.$-rants  and Refugees from Asia and the Pacific Islands. Aft-e’ forty years of
being virtually  banned from the U.S. by immigration laws, people from Asia began to come
to the US. in greater numbers starting in 1965. This is the point at whch the U.S. abandoned
the “national origins” system of immigration (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1992).  Table
3.1 shows the country of origin of the American population and the percentage of Asian
American that are foreign born.

Asians and Pacific Islanders followed by those of Philippine and Japanese origins. In addi-
People of Chinese descent remain the largest element in the growing U.S. population of

tion the census found signmcant  growth among certain groups  from Asia-especiaIIy  the
Hmbng who are from mountainous regions of Laos, and people from Bangladesh, Pakistan
and Sri Lanka (Noah, 1991).
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fable 3.1: Charactefistics  of Asian Americans BY CounW  of Or@n
c

Percentage of Asian- Percentage
American Population Foreign Born

63.322.6
64.7

Chinese 19.3 28.4
Filipino 11.6 70.4
Japanese 11.2 81.9
A&U-I  Indian 11.0 90.5
Korean 8.4 93.7Vietnamese 2.0 82.1Laotian 1.3 93.9
Thai 2.0 90.5
Cambodian 1.2 85.1
Hmong 83.4Pakistani - 62.1Indonesian 100.0ia

rc

er.

Lz  tim  w,,ara  vobejda  (lwl),  U.S. Bureau  of the  census, We, the  Asian  and  pacific  Isbder
Aoleri$s p ll  table,  and  us.  ~esvd  ACCOUnti% Office, .&inn  Am+fans:  A  Status  Report,*  I ‘

WOMEN IN THE WORKFORCE

women  dl constitute 47 percent  work force in 2005 (Fullerton,  1993).  ln recent Years,  the
women’s  workforce  participation rates has been among married.most dramatic change in

women with cmdren fn 1986 54 percent  of women with a child under six  were workJng*
some  63 percent  of women dih children  under 18 were in the labor force.  This  is in sharp
contrast to  1940, when  only  8.6 perad of women were in the labor force. The influx  Of woment

articularly  women wi th children  mto the workplace is having tremendous impact. with the
p,,mase  of dual-earner and single:parent  families, concern is growing with balancing the de-
\iTnds of work  and family settings (Offermann  and Glowmgt 1990:  96). In light of these
,+bnges  thete  has  been evidence  that employees may be Willing to leave  traditional  em-
ployers ior those more wdhg

’ body of research indicates that family problems affect employee
to help  them a&eve their goal of a more balanced work/fame

ily lifestyle. “A growing
npductivits recruitment, retention, and absenteeism (General Accounting Office, 1992).
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Research on the Organizational Behavior
of the Diverse Workforce

Some twenty years ago Dunnette  (1976) pointed out that one of the major gaps that  ex-
isted in the field of organi&ional  psychology was that no extensive coverage was gWen  to
groups  such as women, minorities or the disadvantaged. In spite of recognition of the grow-

ing diversity of the work force, this gap still exists. For example, in .the  matter of racipl  di-
versity COX  and Nkomo (1990) surveyed twenty major management Journals  that published
orga&ation  behavior research between 1964 and 1989 and found that the amount of total

ublished  research is small  relative to the importance of the topic. They also found that the
P,pics  covered are not representative of the domain of orgad tional behavior. Amazingly,
they concluded that the trend is for less rather than more research on these topics.

Similarly, Frideger (1992) agrees and argues that with a very few exceptions, research in
organizational  behavior has generally disregarded the domestic cross-cultural and interra-
cial implications of its theories. He SIYS:

Not surprisingly,  sme demography researchers have emphasized thefillying:  (2) f? needfor  de-
veloping an understanding  of the #xts  of racial and gender diversify m the organzzat  ronal  con-
tent particularly as this increasing diversity impacfs  individuals who are members  of whd have
traditionally  been the dominant majority g~o u p in organizantions;  and (2) the need for understand-
ing the relationship between demostap hit attributes  and process  variables such as communication,
conflict, influence, and decision-making.

Cox and Nkomo  (1990) conclude, at least in the area of racial diversity, “in addition tv a
eneral lack of researcher attention, the development of research in this area has been lun-

!ered by research questions that are too simplistic, by an absence of theories Of race effects
and by the tvpes of research designs employed. ” They observe that less than 35% of the 140
empirical s&dies  reviewed addressed racial groups other than Blacks and Whites, and only
33”’ of the 132 organizations studied were public.

qhe  need for this type of research is manifested by the differences based on gender and
race shown by the research that has been completed. Blazini and Greenhaus  (1988, as re-
ported by Dance 1993) asked the question: do the work values of the Black woman manager
differ from thosi of the White woman or the Black or White male manager? With a N = 322,
each manager was asked to respond to the importance they placed on 25 job characterktlcs.
According to the weighted score, the value was assigned to one of four principle factors: Fat-
tot I-Extrinsic  (respect for others, job security, income, and working conditions); Factor II-
Managerial Activities (opportunity to take risks, work on importarft  pfoblems, supervise
others and develop personal contacts); Factor III-Independence (worhg dependently and
deter&kg one’s own work method); and Factor IV-Intrinsic (importance of task variety,
feelings of accomplishment, and recognition for a job well done).

J’he  results showed that Black females and males placed a greater emphasis on extrinsic
work values than did the White females or males. Under Factor II there was little difference
between the responses of the Black females and other groups and the factors associated with
“Managerial activities. ” Both Black females and males placed a higher emphasis on the val-
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Figure  S 1. work, Climate Attitudes and Job Satisfaction of Hispanics Employees,
Supt&&~  and Managers as Compared to Their White Counterpart

Employees:

Differences:

Satiifaction  with Personnel Policies (Hispanics more satisfied)
Satisfaction with Supervision (Hispanics less satisfied)
Satisfaction with Job Tasks (Hispanics less satisfied)
Satiioction with Rewards (Hispanics less satisfied)
Satisfaction with Coworkers (Hispanics less satisfied)
Satisfaction with Employee Competence (Hispanics less satisfied)

No Da@rence by Ethnic@:
Satisfaction with Promotion, with Pay, with Employee Motivation. with PanicWJ-
tory  Management,  with Stress Levels and Overall Satifaction  with the Job

sup8rvkors

Dlft8WIC8S:

Satisfaction with Personnel Policies (Hispanics more satisfied)
Satisfaction with Employee Competence (Hispanics less satisfied)
Satisfaction with Participatory Management (Hispanics less satisfied)

NO Difference  by Ethnic@:
Satisfaction with Supervision, wlth Job Tasks, with Rewards, with Coworkers  with
promotion, with Pay, with Employee Motivation. with Stress Levels, Overall SOtiS-

faction with me Job.

Managers:

Diff8r8rlces:

Satisfaction with Personnel Policies (Hispanics more satisfied)
Satisfaction with Employee Competence (Hispanics less satisfied)

No D@mnce by Ethnicity:

Satisfaction with Supervision, with  Job Tasks, with Participatory Management,
with  Rewards with Coworkers, with Promotion, with Pay, with Employee Motiva-
tion,  with Stress Levels, Overall Satisfaction with the Job.

BUD: D&&d  from Rubaii-Barrett.  Beck. Lillibridge  (1991).
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ues of “independence” than did the White males or females, and finally, under Factor IV-both
the Black females and White females placed a higher emphasis on “intrinsic” work values
than did the White and Black males.

From the research on gender differences, Segal(l991)  found that men and women appar-
ently had different styles of management. The Operating Style Model of men was competi-
tive and that of female managers cooperative. The Organizational structure for men was ver-
tical and hierarchial  while that of women was horizontal and egalitarian. The Basic Objective
for the male managers was found to be winning, while the females basic objective was that
of quality output. The problem-solving approach of men was rational and objective and of
the female managers intuitive and subjective. Bowman and French, while evaluating the af-
fects of implementing Total Quality Management in a government agency found that while
more than seventy percent of the respondents felt that the team concept is excellent, males
are more like to view team impact on somewhat less favorable terms than females. They con-
clude, “Apparently, females are more inclined to work collectively and are more apt to be-
lieve that these efforts have a cumulative effect” (Bowman and French, 1992: 57).

It is true that most managers possess the characteristics of both male and female; however,
in a study that compared perceptions about male/female managers who used either an au-
thoritarian or participative leadership style, managers were viewed more positively when
they used a leadership style that was typical of and consistent with their gender (Griffin,
1992). In this study, more participants said that they would not like to work for the authori-
tarian women than any of the managers. Women managers, however, have shown that using
the “command-and-control” style of managing others is not the only way to be effective and
successful. They are drawing on the skills and attitudes they have developed from their shared
experiences as women, not by adopting the style and habits that men have found successful
(Rosener, 1990).

Differences between Hispanic (predominately Mexican-American) and Anglo employees
of a general purpose local government, in terms of their attitude toward the work environ-
ment and their levels of job satisfaction with various aspects of the job, were investigated by
Rubaii-Barrett, Beck, and Lillibridge (1991). Figure 3.1 su.mr~ rizes the differences and simi-
larities in work climate attitudes and job satisfaction.

In their summary of organization-related research on Asian Americans, Sue and Wagner
(1973) reported that, in general, Asian-American males exhibited less need for dominance,
aggressiveness, exhibitionism, autonomy, and heterosexuality, whereas Asian- American
females were more deferent, nurturing, and achievement-oriented than their Caucasian
counterparts.

Another scholar that has conducted research on group differences is Hofstede (1980a, 1980b,
1991, 1994, and with Bond, 1988). Hofstede originally identified four dimensions of work-
related values and more recently added a fifth. The original fair are power distance, uncer-
tainty, avoidance, individualism and femininity/masculinity POWT  Distance can be defined
as” . . . the degree of inequality which people. . . consider normal; from relatively equal (that
is, small power distance) to extremely unequal (large power distance)” (Hofstede, 1994: 5).
“It indicates the extent to which a society accepts the fact that power in institutions and or-
ganizations is distributed unequally,” (Hofstede, 1980b: 45). Uncertainty Azvidnnce can be de-
fined as the degree to which individuals prefer structured over unstructured situations (high
degree of formalization (Seers, 1977). This dimension:

---_- - -** -“---
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h;th
in&&es  the extent  to which  a s&&y feels threatened by uncertain and am.bivus  situations
tries  to avoid these situations by pm iding  greater career stability, estabhshtng  more formal

rules not  tolerating deviant ideas and behaviors, and believing in absolute truths and the attain-
,en;of  expertise.  (Hofitede,  198Ob,  p.45)

Indivd&ism  refers to which individuals prefer to act as individuals rather than as mem-
bers of groups, CoIlectivism  represents low individualism:

Individualism  hplies a loosely  knit social framework in which people are supposed to take care of
themselves  and of their immediatefamilies only, while  collectivism is characterized by a tight social

amework  in which people distinguish between in-groups and out-groups; they expect their in-fT group. . . . to &w&  after thek and in exchangefor.tht  theyfeel  they owe absolute loyalty to it. (Hof-
stede, 298Ob,  p.45).

me fou&  &men&n  has been called Masculinity and its opposite pole Femininity. It is the
degree to which values like assertiveness, performance, success, and competition, which in
nearly all societies are associated with the role of men, prevail over values like the quality  of
life maintaining  warm personal  relationships, service, care for the weak, and sohdanty,  wluch
m l&y all societies are more associated with the role of women. (Hofstede, 19p4:  6).

Shc+&m  Orientation  or Confucian Dynamism (Hofstede, 1991,1994).  At one pole, one finds
h&&e  recently Hofstede and his colleagues have added a fifth dimension, Long-term V~TSUS

values  oriented towards the future, like thrift and perseverance. One the opposite side one
fmds values orientated towards the past and present, like respect for tradition and fulfilling
social obligations (Hofstede, 1994).

The relationship  between these differences and management theory is suggested by HO!-
stede (198ob) He points out that those theories that advocate participation in the manager s
de&,ions  by his/her subordinates is quite logical in countries like the U.S. which rafk  in the
middle position  on the Paver Distance Index. However in countries bke France, which  has a
larger power  distance mdex, there is little concern with participative management, and in
countries with a lower power distance score, like Sweden, and N.oyay) ,, . . . there is con-
siderable sympathy for models of management in which even the nutlatrves  are taken by the
subordinates  (forms of industrial democracy) and with which there’s little sympathy in the
United  Sates ” (Hofstede, 1980b: 57).

Hofstede (;980a 198Ob)  presents other examples of how these culture differences can af-
fect the choice of aipropriate  management theories and styles. For example he points  out
*at i,n  mci&e  with the Indioidualist  concept the relationship between the individual and the
organization  is essentially calculative (Etzioni, 1964):

In more G$ectiv&t societies, however,  the link between individuals and their traditional organiza-
tions is rwr  c&ad&~  but moral: It is based not on self-interest, but on the individual’s loyalty t:-
ward the chn organ&on,  or society-which is supposedly the best guarantee of that indzvidual  s
ultimate  in&St.  (Hqfstede,  1980b:  61)

IL.
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Table 3.2: Hofstede’s Five Dimensions of Work Related Cd’UreS

(0 = low, 100 = High)

Uncertainty  Individualism Masculinity Long-termCountries Power
62 2 9USA 4 0 4 6 9 1

Chile 63 86
23 28

35 65
67 66 31

Germany 4 6
Indonesia 78 48

14
56 61

India 77 40
is

68
Ireland 2 8 35

70
70

Italy 5 0 75
7 6

9 2 4 6 95 80Japan 5 4
30 6 9

Mexico 81 82 32 6 4 1 9
Philippines 94 44
West Africa 77 5 4

20 4.6 1 6
29 25 57 96Hong Kong 68

1

Individuals, like countries, differ in their work-related values. Hofstede (1994) presents
data for workers m some countries for his five dimensions of work-related cultures. ‘lbs data
is summarized in Table 3.2.

These data would appear to support COX, Lobe1  and McLeod who found empirical evi-
dence that ethnic group differences affect at least some aspect of behavior in task groups.
“The study found that at an individual level, Asian, Black, and Hispanic individuals had a
more collectivist-cooperative  orientation to a task than Anglo individuals. . . . and that thos;
behavioral differences tended to increase when the situational cues favored cooperation

OX Lobe1  and McLeod 1991: 839). These findings assume even greater relevance since
fox ‘Lobe1  dnd  McLeod r&iew  of the literature found evidence that the attitudes, values and
nor&s  of people of different ethnic backgrounds reflect their cultural heritages. They suggest
there is some carryover of the national traditions of individualism-collectivism, “.  . . among
the most strongly represented ethnic groups in the USwork force” (p. 829).

Management Theories and Organizational
Behavior Differences of Groups

There are many different ways to categorize management/organization theory. Shafritz
and Ott (1992) review several attempts to categorize theories. They conclude:

tide conzmonalities.  First they group theories by their perspectives on organizations--in other
Despite  their dijferences,  mast of the better-known approaches to grouping organization theories  . . .
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U&S  @ b& assumptims  about  humans  and orgunizations,  and by those aspects Of OrganiZdOns
that  they  see as most  iqmrtant  for undersfnnding  orgunizational  behavior.

Shafritz  and Ott group theories into the following categories: Classical Organization  Theory,
Neoclassical  Organizational  Theory, the Organizational Behavior Perspective or Human Re-

nsource Theory, “Modern Structure Organizational Theory, Systems, Contingency, and Pop-
ulation Ecology Org anbtion Theory, Multiple Constituencies/Market Organization The-
ory Power and Politics Organization  Theory and Organizational Culture and Symbolic
Minagement  Organization Theory.

whet&  hey  respond to a Rational Syslem,  Natural System,  or Open  System definition. The def-
Scott  (1992) suggests that it might be insightful to group theories of organization by

inition of organizations  compatible with the Rational Systems perspective suggests that, “Or-
ganizations are collectivities  oriented to the pursuit of relatively specific goals and exhibit-
ing relatively highly formalized structures. ” If we accept a definition of organizations as being
“collectivities  whose pa,rticipants  share a common interest in the survival of t? system and

we would bewho engage in collective activities, informally structured, to secure this end,
accepting  a Nati&  System  definition. A third definition, useful for viewing organizations as

* - “Organizations  are systems of interdependent activities linking shifting CO&-open systems ti.
tions of participants;  the systems are embedded in--dependent on continuing exchanges
with and constituted by-the environment m wfuch  thyy Operate, ” (Scott, 1992: 23,25).  Scott
then &s on to group  the leading organizational theones  under the appropriate definition.

Koontz  expanded  his categorizes from the six represented by (1) the management process
school (2) the empirical or “case” approach, (3) the human behavior school, (4) the social SF-
tem &ool  (5) the decision theory school and (6) the mathematics school (1961) to eleven

ou  s 1 ‘the empirical or case approach, (2) the interpersonal behavior approach, (3)  the
EouFs  Le)havior  approach, (4) the cooperative social system approach, (5) the sociotechnical
systems approach, (6) the decision theory approach, (7) the systems approach, (8)  the math-
ematical or “management science” approach, (9) the contingency or situational approach,
(IO) the managerial roles  approach, and the (11) operational theory approach (1980)  over a
twenty year period.

&v&p& by Tausky (1978) is one of the better attempts. Tausky divides the classical ap-
Argyle (1996)  review of the literature leads him to conclude that the classification scheme

roach to organization theory into two sub-approaches, physiology and the organization of
Lark and organizational  structure. He further subdivides the humanist approach into human
relatibns  and human resources (Argyle, 1996).

agement tf;eo&s  are grouped according to the assumptions that the manager makes about
Perhaps the best preference is the topology developed by Schein (1970: 55) whereby man-

the employee. He says:

Every  manager  makes  assumptions  about people. Whether he is aware of these  assumptions or not,
they  opeyate  as a theory  in terms of which he decides how to deal with his superiors, peers, and sub-
ordinates. ~i.s  flectiveness  as a managet  will depend on the degree to which his assumptions fit
empirical reality.

---_.-_
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Schien not only identifies the basic assumptions that managers might have concerning the
nature of their workers, but suggests the role of management for each assumption and relates
each assumption to its relevant orthodox management theory.

Schein categories management theories around the four “models of the worker” that cor-
responds to the managerial assumptions. These four models, in order of their historical ap-
pearance are: 1. the rational-economic employee, 2, the social employee, 3, the sev-actualizing  em-
pluyee,  and the complex employee. For each of these models Schein describes the basic assumptions
concerning the characteristics of the worker, the implied managerial strategy based upon
these assumptions, and research evidence for these assumptions. These findings are sum-
marized be!ow.

The rational economic employer is primarily motivated by economic incentives and will
do that which gets him the greatest economic gain. He most be motivated by outside incen-
tives (extrinsic organizational incentives (Mottaz, 1985). Accepting this assumption about
the employee places the burden for organizational performance entirely on management.
Management has the responsibility to determine the “one best way” to conduct the job, se-
lect the employee with the most relevant aptitudes and train him or her to perform the task
in the prescribe fashion (Mouzelis, 1967). This role for management is closely linked to Tay-
lor’s Scientific Management or McGregor’s Theory X (Steers and Black, 1994; Silverman, 1971;
Pugh and Hickson,  1989).

The social employee is “.  . . basically motivated by social needs and obtains his basic sense
of identify through relationship with others” (Schein, 1970: 59). The incentives most effective
in motivating this employee are extrinsic social incentives (Mottaz, 1985). The implied man-
agerial strategies required for employees that meet this assumption are drastically different
from those involving rational-economic employee:

First, they dictate that u  manager should not limit his attention to tk task to be performed, but
should give moreattention  to the needs of the people who are workingfir  him. Second, instead of
being concerned with motivating and controllingsubordinates, the manager should be concerned
with their feelings, particularly their feelings in regard to acceptance and sense of belonging and
identity. Third, the manage should accept work grvups  as a reality and think about gnup  incen-
tives rather than individuals incentives. Fourth, and most important, the manager’s roleshiftsfrom
planning, organizing, motivating, and controlling to acting as an intermedia y between tk men and
higher management, listening and attempting to understand tk needs and feelings of his subordi-
nates,and  showing consideration and sympathy for their needs and feefings.  (Schein, 2980: 59)

The assumptions and managerial strategies that are fundamental to the Social Employee
model are associated with the Human Relations school of management theory and such re-
searchers as Mayo, Zaleznik,  Roethlisberger, and the Hawthorne studies (Silverman, 1971;
Mouzelis, 1967, Pugh and Hickson,  1989).

The self-actualizing employee model assumes that the employee’s motivates fall into classes
which are arranged in a hierarchy. “In particular, ‘self-actualization’, or the realisation of an
individual’s own potential, becomes increasing important as ‘lower-level’, needs are satis-
fied,” (Silverman, 1971: 81). This employee seeks to be mature on the job and is capable of
being so. The self-actualizing employee is primarily self-motivated and self-controlled (in-
trinsic incentives) (Mottaz, 1985). Thus the role of management is to worry less about being
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considerate to employees and more about how to make their work intrinsically more chal-
lenging and meaningful (Schein, 1970):

The mnnnger  mayfind himselfoftm  in the roIe  of intewi~er,  aftempting to deterTine  what will
&aZhmge  a particular worker He will be a cataZysf and fachtatot  rather  than a motrvator  and con-
trofler  Above  all, he will be a delegator in the sense of giving his subordinates just as much re-
~on&lify  as he  feel.5  they  can handle. (p.  66)

The self-actualizing model of the employee is associated the management school of
Organizational Humanism (Gordon, 1992),  and with the work of such scholars as Maslow,
McGregor Henberg,  and Argyris (see Pugh and Hickson,  1989; Ivancevich and Matteson,
1993. S&rman  1971; Steers and’ Black, 1994; Mouzelis, 1967).

Ti,  complex bnployee  model assumes that the worker is a more complex individual than
the rational-economic, social, or self-actualizing employee. “Not only e he myre  complex
within himself, being possew d of many needs and potentials, but he 1s  also hke  to differ
from his  neighbor in the patterns of his own complexity” (Schein, 1970: 70). The complex em-
ployee may have different motives st emming  from his/her separate experiences and .“.  .  .
may attach  different meanings to the same aspects of ‘reality’” (Silvexman,  1971: 89). Drffer-
ences between workers have been found by such researchers as Turner and Lawrence (1965),
Hul@  and Blood (1968),  and Vroom (1960) as reported in Shepard and Hougland (1978).

Conclusion

For managers  of complex workers to be successful, they must be a good diagnostician and
must value a spirit of inquiry. These managers would realize that there is no one best way to
manage and develop a contingency approach to developing incentives and other organiza-
tional p&es.  Although contingency theory was first applied and limited to the design of
orga&ational  structure (Scott, 1992; Galbraith, 1973; Lawrence and Lorsch,  1967), Shepard
and Hougland (1978) report this important concept can be applied to individual employee
differences ( complex man) as well.

A diverse workforce is part of each manager’s present and future and it will not go away.
Managers must make it a priority to create the kind of environment that will attract the best
talent and make it possible for each employee to make their fullest contribution (Thomas,
1991). Whether the increased diversity of the workforce leads to lower organizational per-
formance stress, lower commitment, and job satisfaction or to creative, effective, organiza-
tions w& high performance and morale will depend largely on the skills of the public man-
ager is selecting the most appropriate management theory to guide public organizations. In
light of the evidence presented here highlighting some of the differences exhibited by mem-
bers of different identity groups, it can only be concluded that the contingency theory of
management is the most appropriate for a diverse workforce.
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